Starting from the knowledge of Norman Architecture in Palermo, with seminars, visits and experiential activities, the workshop proposes an approach to Architecture as an instrument of communication, cultural and ethical growth, that allows the knowledge of other cultures and, above all, that favours the dialogue among people from different countries.

**Workshop**

**Palermo, a city of stratification of cultures and dialogue**

Palermo, 2nd - 6th May 2022

**MON**

2nd May

**Foreign student arrival**

**TUE**

3rd May

**Knowledge and dialogue_09:00 (UTC +2)**

Università degli Studi di Palermo, Dipartimento di Architettura
Aula “Basile” | building 8

Seminars

Palermo in the Norman Age (1071-1194): Architecture and city | prof. Fulvia Scacuta, UNIPA
Palermo, city of dialogue | prof. Antonino Margaglotti, UNIPA
Architecture and Heritage in Sicily | prof. Paolo De Marco, UNIPA
Norman (i)heritage in Palermo and AR/VR for people with disabilities and a more inclusive society | prof. Rossella Corrao, UNIPA

Innovative projects and capitalization intervention by iHeritage | dott. Lucia Tambuzzo, Circuit of Medieval Castle and Borough association

Formation of the working teams

**WED**

4th May

**The palatial architecture in the Genoardo park_09:00 (UTC +2)**

Walking tour and guided visit to:

“Zisa” | prof. Simona Calaquandini, UNIPA
“Cuba” | ing. Ermanuele Richiua, graduated ING E-A

**THU**

5th May

**Architecture outside the city walls_09:00 (UTC +2)**

Walking tour and guided visit to:

“Castello della Favara in Maredolce” and “Ponte dell’Ammiraglio” | dott. Giuseppina Battaglia, Soprintendenza BB. CC. AA. Palermo
“San Giovanni dei Lebbrosi” | dott. Maria Angeles Utrero, Escuela Española de Historia y Arqueología en Roma

**FRI**

6th May

**Closing_09:00 (UTC +2)**

Università degli Studi di Palermo, Dipartimento di Ingegneria Aula Magna “Giuseppe Capilli” | building 7

Institutional greetings

prof. Antonino Valenza | director Dipartimento di Ingegneria
prof. Francesco Lo Piccolo | director Dipartimento di Architettura

Presentation of the “narrations”

**Opening_15:00 (UTC +2)**

Università degli Studi di Palermo, Dipartimento di Architettura
Aula “Basile” | building 8

Greetings

prof. Antonino Margaglotti | coordinator ING E-A
prof. Rossella Corrao | coordinator project iHERITAGE - UNIPA
Workshop presentation

Angelo Guddo | president SEARCH
prof. Paolo De Marco | former president SEARCH

**Architecture of the dialogue_14:30 (UTC +2)**

Fondazione Federico II

Greetings
dott. Patrizia Monterosso | director Fondazione Federico II

Guided visits to:

“Palazzo dei Normanni” - “Cappella Palatina” | prof. Tiziana Campisi, UNIPA

**Religious architecture in the stratified city_15:00 (UTC +2)**

Walking tour and guided visit to:

“Cattedrale” | arch. Lina Bellanca, former superintendent BB. CC. AA. Palermo
Ordine del Santo Sepolcro di Gerusalemme “San Cataldo” – “Martorana” | prof. Manfredi Saeli, UNIPA

**Labatory of “Hidden Histories”_15:00 (UTC +2)**

Università degli Studi di Palermo, Dipartimento di Architettura
Aula G210-220 | building 8

Teamwork: development of the “narrations”

**Youth Music Fest_18:00 (UTC +2)**

Università degli Studi di Palermo

Sounds, music and voice from Europe

**Institutional greetings**

prof. Antonino Valenza | director Dipartimento di Ingegneria
prof. Francesco Lo Piccolo | director Dipartimento di Architettura

Presentation of the “narrations”

**Foreign students departure**

**Organisers:**

SEARCH_Students Edile Architettura, student association of the University of Palermo; Angelo Guddo, student and president of SEARCH; Antonino Margaglotti, professor of the Department of Engineering and coordinator of the cycle master degree in Building Engineering - Architecture; Rossella Corrao, professor of the Department of Architecture and coordinator of Project iHERITAGE; Paolo De Marco, professor of the Department of Architecture and former president of SEARCH.